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Canadian GDP pushing higher in Q1
The Omicron wave dragged on services- producing sectors in January but was not enough to upend positive
GDP momentum. Moreover, early February data points to a surge in activity which is likely to add to speculation
for a more aggressive rate moves by the Bank of Canada in coming months.
January industry- GDP growth came in at an upbeat 0.2 per cent m/m with just under half of industrial sectors
factoring into the gain. This was an eighth straight consecutive expansion. Unsurprisingly, output in servicesproducing came in soft as renewed public health restrictions led to closures or capacity reductions at restaurants
and other close- contact establishments, pause on large events, and travel restrictions. Hospitality fell 11.5 per
cent, arts/entertainment/recreation contracted 10.8 per cent, and transportation/warehousing fell 3.0 per cent.
Broadly services- sector output was unchanged in January with oﬀsetting gains led by retail (up 2.5 per cent)
and wholesale (up 3.1 per cent) trade, and professional/scientific/technical services (up 0.5 per cent).
On the upside goods- production rose 0.8 per cent, led by an increase in construction of 4.0 per cent as new
apartment construction and renovations rebounded sharply after modest momentum in prior months, while
utilities gained 2.8 per cent.
Statistics Canada’s preliminary reading for February points to a leg up in growth to a sizzling 0.8 per cent,
marking the strongest monthly gain since June. Resources sectors expanded amidst stronger commodity prices
while restriction- sensitive sectors rebounded with a wind down of public health measures. Further reductions in
international travel restrictions will likely provide further boosts in following months alongside stronger business
investment, although a higher interest rate environment and elevated inflation could slow housing/construction
activity and general spending.
Nevertheless, another strong GDP print coupled with a tight labour market and strong inflation underpins the
need for the Bank of Canada to hike, and possibly by 50 basis points on April 13, alongside an increased
cadence of hikes and quantitative tightening.
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